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Abstract

We give work-optimal and polylogarithmic time parallel
algorithms for solving the normalized edit distance prob-
lem. The normalized edit distance between two stringsX
andY with lengthsn � m is the minimum quotient of the
sum of the costs of edit operations transformingX into Y
by the length of the edit path corresponding to those edit
operations. Marzal and Vidal proposed a sequential algo-
rithm with a time complexity ofO(nm2). We show that this
algorithm can be parallelized work-optimally on an array
ofn (orm) processors, and on a mesh ofn�m processors.
We then propose a sublinear time algorithm that is almost
work-optimal: usingO(mn1:75) processors, the time com-
plexity of the algorithm isO(n0:75 logn) and the total num-
ber of operations isO(mn2:5 logn). This algorithm runs on
a CREW PRAM, but is likely to work an weaker PRAM mod-
els and hypercubes with minor modifications. Finally, we
present a polylogarithmicO(log2 n) time algorithm based
on matrix multiplication which runs on aO(n6= logn) pro-
cessor hypercube.

Keywords: Dynamic programming, edit distance, normal-
ized edit distance, parallel algorithm, matrix multiplica-
tion, fractional programming, information retrieval, pattern
matching.

1. Introduction

Categorizing and comparing strings over a finite alphabet
is an important task in such diverse fields as text processing,
OCR, image and signal processing, error correction, infor-
mation retrieval, pattern recognition, and pattern matching
in large databases.�Supported in part by NSF/NASA/ARPA Grant No. IRI94-11330.

To compare the similarity of two stringsX andY with
lengthsn andm respectively, withn � m, we can define
the edit distanceof X andY as the minimum weight of
a sequence of weighted edit operations (i.e. substitutions,
insertions, or deletions of characters), transformingX intoY . Although the edit distance provides a useful tool for
determining the closeness of two strings, it suffers from
some disadvantages. First, the edit distance does not take
the lengths of the compared strings into account. For ex-
ample, two binary string of length 1000 differing in 1 bit
have the same edit distance as two binary strings of length
2 differing in 1 bit, although one would most likely state
that only the 1000-bit strings are “almost equal”. A logi-
cal step to overcome this shortcoming is to post-normalize
the edit distance, that is, first compute the ordinary edit
distance betweenX andY , and then divide the obtained
distance by the number of edit operations used. However,
this approach introduces several deficiencies: For one thing,
we now do not only have to know the edit distance, but
rather an optimal sequence itself so that we can determine
its length. More importantly, it is possible to have two se-
quences of editing transformations with the same minimal
cost but different lengths, so that the post-normalization is
not even well-defined without further restrictions. Finally,
the post-normalized edit distance does not satisfy the trian-
gle inequality [8].

In order to overcome the disadvantages of the regular or
post-normalized edit distance, Marzal and Vidal define the
normalized edit distanceof two stringsX andY by consid-
eringediting pathsbetweenX andY [8]. The lengthL(P )
of an editing pathP lies in the rangen � L(P ) � n +m.
If W (P ) denotes the weight ofP , then the normalized edit
distance betweenX andY is defined to be the minimum
of the quotientsW (P )=L(P ), asP runs through all edit-
ing paths betweenX andY . The normalized edit distance
is well-defined, satisfies the triangle inequality, and more
importantly yields better results in empirical experiments



[8]. Note that the normalized edit distance does not, as one
might think, always favor longer request sequences, since
the edit sequence lengthL(P ) does not grow independently
of the weight ofW (P ).

Unfortunately, the computation of the normalized edit
distance requires more work than that of the conventional
edit distance. Whereas the conventional edit distance
can be computed inO(mn) sequential time [11, 14, 2]
(or O(mn= logn) if the weights are rational, [9]), the
best bound for the normalized edit distance calculation isO(nm2) [8] 1.

Due to the high computing cost of the normalized edit
distance, it makes sense to investigate means of paralleliz-
ing this computation. There are various algorithms in the
literature for the parallelization of the ordinary edit distance
problem, for example [4, 10]. In this paper we provide
several different parallel algorithms for the normalized edit
distance problem. First, we present a work-optimal algo-
rithm running on an array of up ton processors, and also
a work-optimal algorithm on a mesh ofn �m processors.
These two algorithms have optimal speedup and exploit the
regularity of the dynamic programming formulation for the
normalized edit distance problem. Similar approaches have
been undertaken for the conventional edit distance in the
literature [1, 6]. Adapting a shortcut developed by Lar-
more and Rytter [7], we then present a sublinear time al-
gorithm with complexityO(n0:75 logn) with an almost op-
timal work ofO(mn2:5 logn).

Following this, we show how to reduce the normalized
edit distance problem to multiple matrix multiplications.
The resulting parallel algorithm has a time complexity ofO(log2 n), and usesO(n6= logn) processors connected as
a hypercube.

2. The Dynamic Programming Solution

We first define the editing process more formally and re-
view some of the definitions and results of Marzal and Vidal
[8]. SupposeX = (X1X2 � � �Xn) andY = (Y1Y2 � � �Ym)
are two strings of lengthsn andm over the finite alphabetA = fa1; : : : ; akg. We associate two pointerspX andpY
to a character withinX andY , initially positioned to the
first character inX or Y , i.e. pX = pY = 1. The cost for
substitutingaj 2 A for the characterai 2 A is given by(ai ! aj), the cost for inserting characterai 2 A (i.e.
replacing" by ai) is (" ! ai), and the cost for deletingai 2 A (i.e. replacingai by ") is (ai ! "). Additionally,
we use a stringZ which is initially equal toX and finally

1In [13], Marzal, Vidal and Aibar showed how to use fractionalpro-
gramming techniques to compute the normalized edit distance by repeat-
edly computing ordinary edit distances withO(mn) cost per iteration.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no good bound limiting the
maximum number of iterations ton.

equal toY , and a pointerp to an character withinZ. In each
transformation step of the editing path, we consider one of
the following choices:

1. Replace the current characterZp = XpX in Z with the
current characterYpY in Y . Then, incrementp, pX andpY . The cost for this operation is(XpX ! YpY ).

2. Delete the current characterZp = XpX in Z and incre-
mentpX . The cost incurred is(XpX ! "). Note that
althoughp does not change,Zp now is the character
following the deleted one.

3. Insert the current character inZp = YpY in Z and in-
crement bothp andpY . The cost incurred is(" !YpY ).

LetD(i; j) denote the edit distance between the prefixesX1X2 � � �Xi andY1Y2 � � �Yj for i; j > 0. The above prop-
erty of an optimal editing path leads immediately to the fol-
lowing well known dynamic programming formulation:D(i; j) = minf D(i� 1; j) + (Xi ! ");D(i; j � 1) + ("! Yj) (1)D(i� 1; j � 1) + (Xi ! Yj)g;

for i � 0 and j � 0, with boundary conditionsD(i;�1) = D(�1; j) = 1 andD(0; 0) = 0. The edit
distance betweenX andY is then equal toD(n;m). Put
another way, the problem of finding a minimal weight edit-
ing path betweenX andY is equivalent to finding a shortest
path from(0; 0) to (n;m) in the directed weightedtransfor-
mation graphGn;m with vertex setV = f(i; j) j 0 � i �n; 0 � j � m)g, the edge setE = f((i; j); (i+1; j)) j 0 �i < ng [ f((i; j); (i; j + 1)) j 0 � j < mg [ f((i; j); (i+1; j + 1)) j 0 � i < n; i � j < mg, and the weightsW ((i; j); (i+ 1; j)) = (Xi ! "), W ((i; j); (i; j + 1)) =(" ! Yj), andW ((i; j); (i + 1; j + 1)) = (Xi ! Yj).
An example for aG5;3 is given in Figure 1.

To compute the normalized edit distance betweenX andY , one can proceed by finding a shortest path inGn;m from(0; 0) to (n;m) for each possible path lengthk, then divide
the weight of the path found byk, and finally choose the
smallest ratio. Since we are assumingn � m, k lies in the
rangen � k � n +m. In order to keep track of the path
lengths in the computation, we augment the state space of
the recurrence relations in (1) and obtainD(i; j; k) = minfD(i� 1; j; k � 1) + (Xi ! ");D(i; j � 1; k � 1) + ("! Yj) (2)D(i� 1; j � 1; k � 1) + (Xi ! Yj)g;
for i; j > 0; max(i; j) � k � i + j, with boundary
conditionsD(i; j; k) = 1 if i = �1 or j = �1 or
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Figure 1. The Transformation Graph G5;3 for the strings X = babba and Y = bba.k < max(i; j), andD(0; 0; 0) = 0. Here,D(i; j; k) de-
notes the distance between the prefixesX1X2 � � �Xi andY1Y2 � � �Yj , using only edit paths of lengthk, for 0 � i �n, 0 � j � m, 0 � k � n + m. Since all possible edit
paths obtainable by the three edit operations have lengths
betweenn andn+m, the normalized edit distance can then
be found by computingminfD(n;m; k)=k j n � k � m+ ng: (3)

The proof of correctness of this computation for the normal-
ized edit distance can be found in [8].

We now generalize the weighted graph and shortest path
formulation for the edit distance to the normalized edit dis-
tance. In terms of shortest paths, the normalized edit dis-
tance can be computed by finding the shortest paths from(0; 0; 0) to (n;m; k), n � k � m + n in the weighted
directed transformation graphG0n;m which is constructed
from Gn;m by creating a cube consisting ofn + m + 1
copies of the vertex set ofGn;m, one for each value ofk = 0; 1; : : : ; n +m that arises in the recursion (2). More
precisely, the vertex set ofG0n;m is V 0 = f(i; j; k) j 0 �i � n; 0 � j � m; 0 � k � n +mg. According to the
dynamic programming formulation (2), there are three types
of edges:((i; j; k); (i+1; j; k+1)) with weight(Xi ! "),((i; j; k); (i; j + 1; k + 1)) with weight (" ! Yj), and((i; j; k); (i + 1; j + 1; k + 1)) with weight(Xi ! Yj).
After the computation of the cost of a shortest path from(0; 0; 0) to (n;m; k) for everyk, we make use of (3) to com-
pute the normalized edit distance betweenX andY .

3. Algorithms for the Mesh and Linear Array

Simple parallel algorithms for the computation of the
normalized edit distance on a two dimensional mesh or a
linear array of processors rely on the structure of the dy-
namic programming formulation of the solution. The most

evident way to solve the recurrence relation (2) is to cal-
culate the shortest path length (with respect to the weight
function) from(0; 0; 0) to all nodes with distance (with re-
spect to the number of edges traversed)k, for k ranging
from 1 to n+m.

The sequential running time does not increase if we com-
pute the valuesD(i; j; k) layer by layer in the transforma-
tion graphG0n;m, that is, first we compute the quantitiesD(i; j; 1) for all i; j, then we compute the quantities forD(i; j; 2), and so on. This motivates the following straight-
forward parallelization. Suppose we employ ann � m
rectangular mesh of processors (more precisely we use a(n+1)� (m+1) mesh and assign processors to boundary
nodes as well). Then we assign each node(i; j; k) of G0n;m
and the computation of the valuesD(i; j; k) onto processor(i; j). Since layer0 contains only initial values, we start
calculating theD(�; �; �)-values in layerk = 1, and proceed
through the valuesk = 2; 3; : : : ; n+m. Each value in levelk needs at most three values from levelk � 1, two from
neighboring processors assigned to(i� 1; j) and(i; j� 1),
and one from the processor at node(i� 1; j � 1), which is
two hops away from(i; j). Therefore the calculation of all
required values in a layer needsO(1) time and memory.

Thus, the overall time complexity of the algorithm isO(m+ n) with an asymptotically optimalO((m+ n)mn)
work. Note that the work is only asymptotical optimal,
since in layerk = 2, for example, only 3 out ofnm nodes
are computing while the other processors remain idle.

If as many asnm processors are not available, it is pos-
sible to split up the calculation of each layer inton columns
or m rows and calculate the values in each column/row
in parallel. This leads to a parallel algorithm for an ar-
ray of n or m processors, with the same asymptotic workO((m + n)mn), and a time complexity ofO(nm) on ann
processor array, andO(n2) on anm processor array.



(01) for k from 1 to m+ n do

(02) for i from 0 to n do in parallel

(03) for j from 0 to m do in parallel

(04) D(i; j; k) = minfD(i�1; j; k�1)+(Xi ! ");
(05) D(i; j � 1; k � 1) + ("! Yj);
(06) D(i�1; j�1; k�1)+(Xi ! Yj)g
(07) endfor

(08) endfor

(09) endfor

(10) find-minimum ofD(n;m; k)=k for n � k � m + n.
Figure 2. Straightforward parallelization of theD(i; j; k) computation.

4. A Sublinear Time Hybrid Algorithm

When reconsidering the work-optimal algorithm for a
mesh ofn � m processors, we see that the layers in the
transformation graphG0n;m are computed one after each
other, and each new layer uses only values from the pre-
vious layer. In what follows, we no longer use an array of
processors but assume a CREW PRAM model of parallel
computation withnml processors, for1 � l � n, to be
determined later.

LetLk denote thek-th layer ofGn;m, 1 � k � n+m+1.
Thus for a givenk, Lk is the subgraph ofG0n;m induced
by the nodesf(i; j; k) j 0 � i � n, 0 � j � mg. We
then divideG0n;m into l stripesS1; S2; : : : ; Sl, where each
stripe consists of(m + n + 1)=l = h layers. Thus, stripeS1 consists of layersL1; L2; : : : ; Lh, stripeS2 consists of
layersLh+1; Lh+2; : : : ; L2h, and so on. This division is
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Dividing the transformation graphG0n;m into stripes.

For each stripeSk in parallel, we calculate the distance

(cost of a shortest path) from every node(i; j; (k�1)h+1)
in the first layer of the stripe to each node(i0; j0; kh) in the
last layer ofSk. Due to the direction of the arcs onG0n;m,
this distance is1 if i0 < i, or j0 < j. Furthermore, going
from one level to the next inG0n;m in the worst case is a
diagonal move, which increments bothi andj coordinates
by 1. Thus we have an upper boundi0 � i + h, andj0 �j + h. This means that for each node(i0; j0; kh) in the last
layer of the stripeSk, the distance from the first layer ofSk
is finite only for a small subset of nodes, namely the vertices(i; j; (k�1)h+1) satisfyingi0�h � i � i0 andj0�h � j �j0. Setwindow(i0; j0) = f(i; j; (k�1)h+1) j i0�h � i �i; j0�h � j � j0g. Sincewindow(i0; j0) hasO(h2) nodes,
the distance between(i0; j0; kh) and each candidate node in
its window can be computed inO(h3) sequential time. To
see this, note that these distances can be computed layer
by layer in a reverse fashion, starting from(i0; j0; kh) and
proceeding to the nodes inwindow(i0; j0) through layersLkh�1; Lkh�2; : : : ; L(k�1)h+1. The computation per node
takes constant time and the number of nodes involved isO(1 + 22 + 32 + � � � + h2) = O(h3). In particular, the
distance from a given node(i0; j0; kh) in the last layer ofSk
to all the nodes inwindow(i0; j0) in the first layer ofSk can
be computed inO(h3) sequential time for each stripeSk.

h
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j’

Sk

j’ 

i’

k

window(i’ ,j’)

j

j’ -h

i’ -h

Figure 4. The window needed for the perime-
ter pair distance in stripe Sk.

After having computed these distances for every stripeSk, we can iteratively compute the distance from(0; 0; 0)
to nodes of the form(i0; j0; kh) by findingmin(i;j;(k�1)h+1)fdistG0n;m((0; 0; 0); (i; j; (k � 1)h+ 1)) (4)+distG0n;m((i; j; (k � 1)h+ 1); (i0; j0; kh))g;
where(i; j; (k � 1)h + 1) ranges inwindow(i0; j0). De-

termining this minimum takesO(h2) sequential time, and
by using thel processors at our disposal for each node



(i0; j0) in layerLkh, the parallel time to compute the min-
imum becomesh2=l + log l. Note that the computation
of distG0n;m((0; 0; 0); (i; j; (k � 1)h + 1)) involvesO(1)
computation of the minimum distances between the node(i; j; (k � 1)h + 1) and its 3 neighbors in level(k � 1)h.
Alternatively, we could have chosen the stripes overlapping
and have the distancedistG0n;m((0; 0; 0); (i; j; (k�1)h+1))
already precomputed. However, this additional step does
not improve the complexity of the algorithm.

(01) for each stripe Sk do in parallel

(02) for i from 0 to n do in parallel

(03) for j from 0 to m do in parallel

(04) compute dist((i; j; (k � 1)h+ 1); (i0; j0; kh))
(05) for each (i; j; (k � 1)h+ 1)
(06) in window(i0; j0).
(07) endfor

(08) endfor

(09) endfor

(10) for k from 1 to l do

(11) for i from 0 to n do in parallel

(12) for j from 0 to m do in parallel

(13) compute D(i; j; kh)
(14) endfor

(15) endfor

(16) endfor

(17) compute D(i; j; k), n � k � m+ n,
(18) repeating steps 1-9 using the updated

(19) start values in each stripe.

(20) find-minimum ofD(n;m; k)=k for n � k � m + n.
Figure 5. Sublinear time hybrid computation
of the D(i; j; k).
Now the total time needed for computing the distances

between the first and last layer of a single stripe isO(h3),
and all stripes are processed in parallel. The time for itera-
tively putting the stripes together according to (5) is given
by l�(h2=l+log l). This computation includes keeping track
of the node in the previous layer that is actually on a short-
est path from(0; 0; 0) to (n;m; kh), 1 � k � l. This can
be done by storing for every node of the form(i0; j0; kh),
the nodes on the path to the element inwindow(i0; j0) for
which (5) is minimized. Thus, the total time required for the
computation of all values ofD(i; j; hk) is O(h3 + l log l).
Finally, the values ofD(i; j; k), wherek is not a multi-
ple ofh can be computed using the window technique and
the precomputed values at the end of the current layer, us-
ing the same computation as above, inO(h3) time with-
out increasing the time complexity. The total work isO(mnl(h3 + l log l)).

Since l � h = O(n), if we take h = n�, we ob-

tain the time complexityO(n3� + n1�� logn) and a work
of O(mn1+3� + mn3�2� logn). For small�, the termn1�� logn dominates, whereasn3� is larger for large val-
ues of�. The optimal time complexity is obtained by choos-
ing � = 1=4, yielding a time complexity ofO(n0:75 logn)
and a work ofO(mn2:5 logn). The number of processors
used ismnl = O(mn1:75). We summarize the result in the
following theorem:

Theorem 1 On a O(mn1:75) processor CREW PRAM,
the normalized edit distance problem can be solved
with a time complexity ofO(n0:75 logn) and total workO(mn2:5 logn).
5. An NC Algorithm Using Matrix Multiplica-

tion

To obtain a polylogarithmic time complexity, we reduce
the normalized edit distance problem to a problem involv-
ing several matrix multiplications. It is well known that
two n � n matrices can be multiplied inO(logn) time,
usingO(n3= logn) processors. Of course, since this ma-
trix multiplication is not work-optimal, our algorithm will
not be work-optimal either. In fact, it turns out that the hy-
percube algorithm we propose has a work complexity ofO(n6 log2 n), which is far off from the optimalO(n3).

The main idea of this algorithm is similar to the one em-
ployed by Ibarra, Pong, and Sohn in [4] for the conven-
tional edit distance. We split the edit path graphG0n;m into
small pieces, compute the distances in each piece, and con-
sequently merge these pieces by computing the distance be-
tween any pair of nodes on the facing perimeter of each
piece. More precisely, we start withnm disjoint subgraphs
of G0n;m of sizem + n + 1 each, consisting of the nodes(i; j; k), 0 � k � n + m. For simplicity of presentation,
assume thatm = n = 2d � 1 for some integerd. Then, al-
ternating ini andj-direction, we group two adjacent blocks
and merge them. This process is illustrated in Figure 6. The
third dimension has been omitted to clarify the presentation.
Each node in the figure actually representsn+m+1 nodes
laid out as an array that extends into the page.

During the whole merging process, we maintain the fol-
lowing information: for each pair of nodes(i; j; k) and(i0; j0; k0) on the perimeter of the current sub-block ofG0n;m, we keep track of the distance between those nodes.
Assume we are merging two blocksA andB set up as in
Figure 7. In Figure 7 the right blockB can be split up in the
leftmost(1�m�(n+m+1))-sub-blockI , and the remain-
ing subset of nodes,B0. For each pair of nodesu = (i; j; k)
andv = (i0; j0; k0) in A [ B for which there is a path fromu to v in G0n;m, we have the following possibilities:

1. u 2 A andv 2 A. In this case, the distance betweenu
andv is already known.
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Figure 6. Iterated merging of sub-blocks along alternating dimensions.
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Figure 7. Perimeter pair distance computation

2. u 2 B andv 2 B. Again, the distance betweenu andv is already known.

3. u 2 A andv 2 B. Due to the nature of the edges
of the transformation graphG0n;m, it is clear that any
path fromu to v must pass through a nodew in I . Fur-
thermoredistG0(u; v) = distG0(u;w)+distG0(w; v).
Note thatdistG0(w; v) is already known since bothv
andw are inB, and thatdistG0(u;w) can be com-
puted in constant time by calculatingdistG0(u;w0) +W (w0; w) for at most 3 neighborsw0 of w that are lo-
cated on the perimeter ofA.

In summary, we have2d merging steps, and in each step,

we have to calculatedist(u; v) = minw2I (dist(u;w) + dist(w; v));
which is equivalent to a matrix multiplication (to see this,
replace min by

P
and+ by �) of aK � K 0 matrix with

aK 0 �K matrix, whereK is the number of nodes on the
perimeter of a current block, andK 0 is the number of nodes
in the leftmost or sub-block of the current block, which
corresponds to the number of nodes in the sub-blockI of
Figure 7. SinceK andK 0 are bounded by4(2n + 1)2i
for the 2i-th and the(2i + 1)-th merging steps, the matri-
ces to be multiplied areO(n2 � n2). Therefore the time
needed to complete a step isO(log(n2)) = O(logn), and
the number of processor used in thei-th step per block isO(n323i=(i+ logn)). If we want to merge alln2=22i sub-
blocks in parallel, we needO(n52i=(i+ logn)) processors
for thei-th step, so thatO(n6= logn) processors are always
enough. This computation outlined in Figure 5, can be car-
ried out on a hypercube connected multicomputer as shown
in [4]. Furthermore if� is the best sequential matrix multi-
plication exponent, then the product of twon� n matrices
can be computed inlogn time with a total ofO(n�) op-
erations on a CREW PRAM [5]. Thus, the algorithm in
Figure 5 that computes the normalized edit distance can
be implemented to run inO(log2 n) time using a total ofO(n2� logn) operations on an2�= logn processor CREW
PRAM.



(01) for k from 1 to log n do

(02) for j from 0 to m do in parallel

(03) merge two blocks each of size2k � 2k
(04) to one block of size 2k � 2k+1
(05) horizontally

(06) merge two blocks each of size2k�2k+1
(07) to one block of size 2k+1 � 2k+1
(08) vertically

(09) endfor

(10) endfor

Figure 8. Alternate merges.

6. Summary and Future Work

We have developed diverse parallel algorithms for com-
puting the normalized edit distance, a string comparison
technique superior to the conventional edit distance in em-
pirical experiments. We presented work optimal algorithms
with n;m andnm processors and a sublinear time algo-
rithm with a time complexity ofO(n0:75 logn) time andO(mn2:5 logn) work. Finally, we presented a polyloga-
rithmic algorithm with a time complexity ofO(log2 n) and
a work ofO(n6= logn) on a hypercube connected multi-
computer, orO(n2�= logn) on a CREW PRAM, where�
is the best sequential matrix multiplication exponent. Table
1 summarizes the results for the different algorithms and
architectures.

We remark that it is possible combine the two sublinear
time algorithms proposed here. The first sublinear time al-
gorithm we presented splits the sequential problem into sev-
eral stripes and uses the dynamic programming technique
to solve the problem on the stripes individually. Instead,
we could use the algorithm based on matrix-multiplication
to solve the sub-problems on the stripes to derive a faster
running time. This algorithm would have a smaller time
complexity thann0:75 logn, and at the same time use less
thann6= logn processors. We omit the detailed description
of this technique in this extended abstract. Note that for
the conventional edit distance, our first sublinear time algo-
rithm can be modified in a straightforward manner to have
a time complexity ofn2=3 logn usingn5=3 processors.

Since even the optimal work of the normalized edit dis-
tance solution by dynamic programming is by a factor ofn
larger than the work for the conventional edit distance, the
question arises as to whether there is better algorithm for the
computation of the normalized edit distance problem than
dynamic programming. Vidal, Marzal and Aibar showed
in [13] that the normalized edit distance can be computed
by the Dinkelbach algorithm, which is a variant of an opti-
mization technique forfractional programming[12, 3]. Us-
ing fractional programming, the normalized edit distance

Dynamic
Programming # of procs Time Total work

ArrayL(m) m n2 mn2
ArrayL(n) n mn mn2
MeshM(m;n) mn n mn2
Hybrid
Algorithm # of procs Time Total work

CREW PRAM mn1:75 n0:75 logn mn2:5 logn
Matrix
Multiplication # of procs Time Total work

Hypercube n6= logn log2 n n6 logn
CREW PRAM n2�= logn log2 n n2� logn

Table 1. Summary of the characteristics of the
proposed parallel algorithms.

is computed by using several iterations of the conventional
edit distance with time dependent weights. However, al-
though in the performed experiments the expected number
of iterations was empirically found to be a small constant,
there appears to be no useful upper bound or provable aver-
age behavior of the number of iterations.

Thus, for future research, we plan to derive better bounds
for the fractional programming approach, and then use the
existing parallel methods for the conventional edit distance
to devise a faster parallel algorithm for the normalized edit
distance. It may also be useful to investigate generalizations
of normalized edit distance in which context-sensitive costs
and character transpositions of the type that arise in compu-
tational biology applications are allowed. Furthermore, the
study of the average time behavior of the Dinkelbach algo-
rithm as it is applied to the normalized edit distance as well
as other combinatorial optimization problems is an interest-
ing problem in its own right.
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